Balls Keep Flying, Pests Get Grounded
CHALLENGE
Consider the setting…beyond the cache of hosting the Los Angeles
Dodgers and Chicago White Sox during annual spring training, Camelback
Ranch Stadium is home turf to two Arizona League teams on 141 acres with
5,000 plants and trees that create an inviting backdrop for flying pests of
every kind. Moreover, a fully-stocked lake between the two team’s facilities
attracts pests that enjoy standing water to come and sit for a spell. Camelback
Ranch also rests in an area where dust storms with 40 mph wind gusts can
blanket the ballpark in a matter of seconds, producing walls of red dust a mile
high. Pollution levels skyrocket during these events and drive citizens to emergency rooms trying to expel the particulates from lungs and airways. These
occurrences are also known to be behind the fungal pneumonia locally known
as Valley Fever.
Inside the stadium, while some might lament USA Today Sport’s declaration
we live in the golden age of ostentatious stadium snacks, there is no denying
that baseball and eating are a time-honored pair. Camelback Ranch delivers on
that assertion with bacon on a stick, 18 inch pizza slices and all-you-can-eat
seats. With over 118,000 sq ft of clubhouse space, 13 full baseball fields, three
half-fields, and capacity for 13,000 people, there is a circulating mix of people,
food, pests, and conditions that demand a response.

THE SOLUTION
Mars to the rescue to put the effects of the Arizona desert dust storms and
flying pests down. With the installation of the powerful Mars air curtain units
across the expanse of every concession stand in Camelback Ranch Stadium,
including the main kitchen receiving doors and the large opening at the White
Sox training kitchen, the result is an effective embargo on flying pests, bad air,
and dust. With the use of the Mars comprehensive approach to control unruly
air issues, facility managers and guests are assured that their food prep (be it ostentatious or healthful), and unpredictable climatic conditions will consistently
surrender to the power of the Mars air curtain and their shield of protection.
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FLIES ALONE ARE PROVEN CARRIERS OF MORE
THAN 100 INFECTIOUS AGENTS FOR HUMANS.

PRODUCING NON-TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS

TOP CHAINS ORDER UP PEAK PERFORMERS
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WHEN A SOLUTION WORKS THIS WELL…ADD ANOTHER

MAXIMIZE MONEY-MAKING INTERIOR SPACES

Sometimes the challenge is less a problem and more an opportunity
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built-environment leaders such as HunterDouglas and Dupont™ Corian®
to breathe life into the new 14,000 square foot complex so guests can
recreate the family dining table while at camp.
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